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About This Game

President for A Day: Floodings is a turn-based strategy game where YOU become the president of Pakistan. The game kicks
off just two weeks before the election. You feel confident that you will be re-elected and have another 5 years as President of
Pakistan, but soon problems arise, and you must literally fight for your political life. Unless you show true statesmanship and

rule with swiftness and determination, you will lose everything.

The first calamity to hit the country is the annual monsoon, this time worse than anyone can remember. It begins in the north, in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Heavy rain quickly makes the rivers overflow and creates a deadly flood that destroys everything on its

way: crops, houses, roads, and the unfortunate that didn't get away in time.

While you try to do your best to save your country from the flood, you also have to take care of other problems that appear in
the wake of the flood: lack of clean food and water in the flooded areas, refugees in need of shelter after their homes have been
destroyed, cholera outbreaks, rebels that spawn at an increasing pace when chaos surges through the land, nuclear missiles that

must be protected at all costs or removed (to avoid them falling into rebel hands), and much more.

Can you save the nation in its hour of need?

Target audience: 13+ years old.
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Dr. Green ends up being wasted potential filled with a frustrating mess of glitches. It could've been a hidden gem of arcady
platforming/gunning goodness. But sadly, it's not.

2½ out of 5 stars.. I like it! Pretty good survival game ^^ Developer, good job!. As a guy who grew up in the 90's playing old
skool point & clicks (Broken Sword, Monkey Island etc) I'd just like to thank the devs for making this game. It really paid
homage to that classic P&C style, yet still managed to become a classic of its own. The animation was insanely nice as well, and
a nice little twist in the plot is always a plus! I only wish it were longer.... For a side scroller platformer, this is highly (I guess
lowly maybe a better word for it) under-rated game. I've said it before and I'll reiterate, to give a game a bad rating for bugs that
are later fixed down the road and not update your rating is just poor judgement. There are little quirks about this game that kind
of bug me but all around is a solid game. Critics and even the gamers here need to revaluate the ratings for this after the fixes
have been made. I'd give this a 7\/10 on the fun scale an hour into this. I will be continuing this one further and update but I just
had to show a little love for a game that has seen very little.
-RoX. The game is not really perfect, but I liked it a lot.
With some improvements, I'm sure it will be the game of the year

here some aspects I would improve:

- more characters
- enemies
- loading times
. I have been waiting for this game since the demo was released!
This game is full of potential, the art is amazing and unique, the music is awesome, the story is interesting and the characters are
easily lovable!
The gameplay is kinda unbalanced (the battles are quite hard and unfair sometimes and walking can be annoyingly slow)
but overall i enjoyed ch1 and waiting for the rest of the game! ♡
Worth every dollar!. These wizards will freeze on this river because they havent graduated from hogwarts yet. The magnum
opus of strategy games to this day!. The Class 158 is my favourite Electric Multiple Unit. This thing can go all the way up to 90
MPH all without a Pantograph or Third Rail shoe. Certainly the finest in British engineering...

What's that? This is a DMU? Well don't blame me, this sure sounds it's running off electricity.

On a serious note here. The sounds are terrible. The scenarios have been removed ever since they've started prioritising Career
Scenarios so much to the extent that they removed all the standard scenarios for this train. The textures are low quality and the
addon overall is just outdated. Funny thing is, DTG couldn't care less about any of these flaws, because these sounds have been
reused numerous times for other addons such as Liverpool to Manchester, the Class 159, South Wales Coastal and many more.

Truth hurts, doesn't it? The ratings for this review contains so much salt that I'm richer than a medieval monarch.. The
Enigmatis series is a trilogy of games with a connected storyline. I enjoyed the first game to some degree, and really liked the
second game in the series, and this third entry was pretty good as well. Given that it is a Hidden Object Game (HOG), and that
the genre is notorious for terrible storylines which solicit eyerolls by the minute, the Enigmatis trilogy has a pretty decent plot.
It's not good by most standards, but as far as HOGs, it is the creme de la creme from what I've come across.

While the storyline is the clear standout from other HOGs (and I do NOT recommend playing the third game without at least
playing the second game or it will be rather confusing), it has other positive aspects as well. It is visually appealing, albeit not as
impressive as, say, the Grim Legends games, and its sound and voice acting are adequate. The puzzles are pretty nice, though I
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still say Grim Legends has the best of those as well. If you haven't played the Grim Legends games and like HOGs, play them. If
you're still starved for more, the Enigmatis trilogy is the second-best HOG series I've found to date. I hope to find others that
are pleasant as well.

One final note: the bonus chapter in this game is a pointless prequel, much akin to the pointless prequels in the first two games
of the series. It felt like an obligatory set of events rather than an interesting set of events. When I know what's going to happen,
it's less exciting...
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Kenneth is the king of pop. 10\/10. Voice acting 10/10

So bad it becomes hilarious. If you are a fan of The Walking Dead comics then this game is a blast. If your a fan of the original
Escapists then it not as good but Im a fan of both and honestly, its brilliant. It has the Walking Dead setting and the Escapists
engine and they work so well. It is a change and this is a good change. 9/10. It's a really simple arcade game that doesn't work
for me. The controls don't work how I expect them to and it makes it very difficult to dig down. The new mechanics that are
introduced for the enemies don't really change much either. The shop doesn't really change how to play or improve the game in
a meaningful way. It can be skipped entirely.

I can say the levels do get generated well and the eye color on the enemies to show what they drop is cute. Dig Dog is a well
made game that doesn't go far enough to keep it interesting. For some reason I always feel frustration when playing.. Although
the the time to beat the game is short, Just in time incorpotated is extremely fun!. game feels 100% faithful to myth. In the
beginning I was very confused but later it all came together so neatly! It's a very heartwarming, nice and relaxing lttle game.
Absolutely in love with it!. It reminded me of Resident Evil 4 somehow. Do you remember the pain of carrying the girl through
the zombie infested RE4? The pain and occasionally excitement that was, hehe :). It kind of works in this game as well but
imagine the you would need to carry that some girl through DS :). tough ? yes very tough . in fact this game so far breaks me
and I was not able to compete it. Nevertheless, it is pretty enjoyable and I could note a really nice visuals and sounds. Quite high
production quality for an RPG that I haven’t heard much about.
. OMG so fun we normally play strategy games but when we are all to drunk to do that this game is a blast kinda wierd to map to
a keyboard but once you get used to controles so much fun!!!
. This game is DA BOMB!! It's just super fun mechanics. I've played it a lot with my kiddo. Having a splendid ol' time.

**NOTE** The game is indeed a bit rough around the edges and doesn't seem to be in active development?? ..sadly.

BUT what is there is.. just damn fun at it's core! Play with friends on big screen with controllers.
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